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In-group favoritism is a central aspect of human behavior. People often help members of their own group
more than members of other groups. Here we propose a mathematical framework for the evolution of
in-group favoritism from a continuum of strategies. Unlike previous models, we do not pre-suppose that
players never cooperate with out-group members. Instead, we determine the conditions under which
preferential in-group cooperation emerges, and also explore situations where preferential out-group
helping could evolve. Our approach is not based on explicit intergroup conflict, but instead uses
evolutionary set theory. People can move between sets. Successful sets attract members, and successful
strategies gain imitators. Individuals can employ different strategies when interacting with in-group versus
out-group members. Our framework also allows us to implement different games for these two types of
interactions. We prove general results and derive specific conditions for the evolution of cooperation based
on in-group favoritism.

I
n-group bias is a central aspect of human behavior. Across a variety of scenarios, people tend to bemore helpful
to members of their own group rather than to those of other groups1–5. In-group favoritism has been shown to
occur based on real-world salient groupings, such as ethnicity6, religiosity7 and political affiliation4,8, and has

also been artificially manufactured in the laboratory using trivial groupings1,3,9. Discrimination based on group
identity is a powerful force for both good and ill in human societies. Therefore understanding the evolutionary
dynamics of group identity and discrimination is of primary significance10. Evolutionary game theory offers a
powerful framework for exploring such issues11–24.

In-group bias is common, yet the implementation of that bias is dynamic and flexible8,25,26. Thus culture and
cultural evolution27 must play an important role in the evolution of bias. The dynamic nature of bias results from
complex social network interactions which play a central role in human societies28–36, with genetic as well as social
components affecting network formation37–39. Such network dynamics can turn yesterday’s allies into today’s
competitors, and drive former enemies together in the face of a common threat. This is true of many hunter-
gather societies which are characterized by fission-fusion dynamics40, suggesting the importance of flexible
groupings for early human societies. Group identities are also flexible in today’s modern world: the dynamic
remodeling of in-group bias was recently demonstrated in a behavioral study using economic games8. During the
2008 US presidential election, supporters of Democratic primary candidates Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton
formed two separate groups, and showed strong bias against each other. After the transition from the primary to
the general election, the two groups fused and intra-Democrat bias disappeared.

Thus group membership is itself an evolving feature of humans. If membership in a particular group is
associated with a particular strategy, it can be beneficial to act differently towards members of different groups.
This was demonstrated in a recent behavioral experiment involving a series of coordination games9. In each
round, subjects chose both a cultural group (represented by one of two arbitrary markers) and an action in a
coordination game. Subjects tended to change tag and action together, or to change neither. This created an
association between group membership and strategy, and in-group favoritism emerged: subjects preferred to
interact with members of their own group.

Themulti-faceted, dynamic and emergent nature of group identity is central to bias. Its evolution, however, has
not yet been explained, as previous models considered either competition between stable fixed groups, or a priori
imposed in-group bias on agents. In this paper we introduce a novel model to address this issue (Fig. 1, see model
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details in Methods section). We utilize the framework of evolution-
ary set theory23. Agents aremembers of one ofmany different groups.
We allow players to take different actions towards in-group and out-
groupmembers. Learners imitate groupmembership as well as strat-
egy and both imitations occur with potential mistakes (set and strat-
egy mutation rates). Thus a strong association between group
membership and strategy exists (as in the experiments of Efferson
et al.9), although no selection occurs at the level of the group. In this
setting, natural selection favors preferential cooperation with in-
group members. Furthermore, we observe dynamic group composi-
tions. Players tend to join groups withmany successful members and
abandon groups whose members earn low payoffs. Sometimes cer-
tain groups are abandoned entirely; sometimes empty groups are re-
populated when an individual strikes out on her own. Thus group
membership is varied, endogenous and fluid, and in-group bias
emerges through co-evolution of group membership and strategy
without invoking the mechanism of multi-level selection41,42.

Results
Although our framework allows us to study many different evolu-
tionary games, in the main part of this paper we focus on cooperative
dilemmas, where individuals choose between cooperation and defec-
tion. A strategy is given by two parameters, (p, q), where p denotes the
probability to cooperate with another individual in the same set and q
denotes the probability to cooperate with an individual in another
set. If p. q, then cooperation is biased towards in-groupmembers. If
p, q, then cooperation is biased towards out-group members. Our
strategy space consists of a continuum of strategies represented by
the unit square, [0, 1]2. It includes ‘always defect’ (0, 0) and ‘always
cooperate’ (1, 1), strategies which either do not recognize group
membership or choose to ignore it. The strategy (1, 0), conversely,
shows maximum in-group favoritism: it always cooperates with in-
group members but never with out-group members.
In Fig. 2 we show computer simulations of the stochastic evolu-

tionary dynamics of our system. We use agent based simulations for

intermediate intensities of selection. Each individual is characterized
by a particular (p, q) strategy. The figure shows the stationary distri-
bution of strategies that is reached in thismutation-selection process.
We observe that the distribution is either peaked around ‘always-
defect’ (0, 0), or maximum in-group favoritism (1, 0). We are inter-
ested in finding the conditions for evolution of in-group favoritism
(Fig. 3).
Using the analytical theory for weak selection we calculate the

region of the strategy space that is favored by natural selection. In
the online material we perform this calculation for all cooperative
dilemmas, but here we present the result for the simplified Prisoner’s
Dilemma, where cooperation implies a cost, c, for the donor and a
benefit, b, for the recipient, where b . c . 0. Defectors pay no cost
and distribute no benefit. We find that the (p, q)-strategy space is
intersected by a straight line, given by the equation q5K(p2 1/2)1
1/2, where K is the slope of the line. The explicit expression of K
depends on the benefit-to-cost ratio, b/c, the number of sets,M, and
the rescaled strategy mutation rate, m, and the rescaled set mutation
rate, q (see the online material for derivations). Strategies below the
line (lower q values) are favored by selection, and strategies above
the line (higher q values) are opposed by selection (Fig. 2). The line
always intersects the strategy (1/2, 1/2) which is neutral for all para-
meter choices. The maximum slope of the line is 11 and the min-
imum slope is 2‘. If the slope is negative (K , 0) then the most
favored strategy is always-defect (0, 0). If the slope is positive (K. 0)
then the most favored strategy is maximum in-group favoritism
(1, 0).
There is another interesting threshold. If K,21 then the average

p value in the population is less than the average q value. In this
(paradoxical) case, individuals are more likely to cooperate with
out-group members rather than in-group members. The reason is
the following: for these population structures cooperation is not
selected and, moreover, most interactions occur within sets; it is
therefore more costly to cooperate with individuals in the same set
rather thanwith individuals from another set. Hence, forK,21 our
system predicts some level of out-group favoritism. For K.21 the
average p value in the population is greater than the average q value.
Thus K . 21 is the crucial condition for the evolution of at least
some degree of in-group favoritism, while K. 0 is the condition for
selection to favor maximal in-group favoritism (1, 0).
Furthermore, these two critical thresholds of K also determine the

population average levels of in-group helping p and out-group help-
ing q. The average p is greater than 1/2 greater than the average q for
K. 0, the average q is smaller than the average p smaller than 1/2 for
21, K, 0, and the average p is less than the average q less than 1/2
for K , 21. Note that natural selection always disfavors out-group
helping (the average q is less than 1/2 for all parameter choices),
whereas in-group cooperation can be favored by selection (the aver-
age p is greater than 1/2) if K . 0.
For large population size and in the limit of low strategy mutation,

m R 0, the condition K . 21 leads to
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while K . 0 leads to
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We observe that increasing the number of sets, M, reduces both
critical benefit-to-cost ratios. Increasing the set mutation rate, q,
always reduces the critical benefit-to-cost ratio that is needed for
the evolution of some in-group favoritism (1), but for evolution of
maximum in-group favoritism (2) there is an intermediate optimum
set mutation rate (of order of q<

#####
M

p
) which minimizes the critical

benefit-to-cost ratio. We also note that condition (2) is the same
condition that is needed for evolution of cooperation in set struc-

Figure 1 | ‘‘In-group/out-group’’ evolutionary dynamics. Individuals are
distributed over groups. The interaction structure of the population is
given by a two-colored graph: from the point of view of a focal individual,
its encounters are either in-group or out-group. Individuals may use
different strategies for in-group and out-group interactions, and even
different games can be played within and between groups. Individuals
interact with everyone else according to their prescribed behavioral
strategies. Both individual strategies and group memberships are updated
proportional to payoff.
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tured populations23. Noteworthy, the evolution of some in-group
favoritism can be promoted for any benefit-to-cost ratios if the set
mutation rate q is above a certain threshold depending on the num-
ber of setsM$ 3 and the strategy mutation m. In the online material
we provide further discussion of these conditions and also study the
effect of the strategy mutation rate, m. Our analytical results are in
excellent agreement with the agent based simulations.

Discussion
We have demonstrated how individual-level selection can favor
the emergence of in-group bias in a world of dynamic social ties
and group identities. We consider the full continuum of strategies
for both in-group and out-group interactions, not just those that
show in-group favoritism. We also include strategies which do not
discriminate between in-group and out-group members, as well as

strategies which give preferential treatment to out-group mem-
bers. We derive the conditions for natural selection to favor the
recognition of group membership, and for the ensuing success of
in-group favoritism (Fig. 2).
Previous theoretical studies have examined the thought experi-

ment of the green-beard effect (or tag-based cooperation), finding
that cooperation can evolve when similar others receive preferential
treatment15,18,19,21,22. Phenotypic tags in these models can be regarded
as a sort of minimal grouping. In contrast to our present model, these
previous models assume a priori that individuals never cooperate
with out-group members, and therefore group structure (as in an
island model) supports the evolution of within-group helping48,49.
Yet empirical evidence indicates that although people exhibit more
in-group cooperation than out-group cooperation, cooperation with
out-group members is still far above zero8,44. Thus unlike previous

Figure 2 | Evolutionary panorama of in-group favoritism. Shown are the stationary distributions of strategies over the unit square with respect to
varying (a) cost of cooperation, c, (b) number of groups,M, (c) strategymutation rate, u, and (d)migration rate between groups, v. The color bar indicates
the equilibrium abundance of strategies: red means high while blue low. The straight lines, below which strategies are favored by natural selection,
represent our analytical predictions for weak selection. A positive slope suggests that the lower-right corner (1, 0), maximum in-group favoritism, is most
favored. We find excellent agreement between our analytical theory and computer simulations. Increasing c and u values each disfavor the emergence of
in-group favoritism, while increasing M helps its establishment. An intermediate optimal migration rate v most promotes the evolution of in-group
favoritism. Parameters:N5 100, b5 0.005, b5 1, (a)M5 4, u5 0.04, v5 0.06, (b) c5 0.1, u5 0.04, v5 0.06, (c) c5 0.08,M5 4, v5 0.06, (d) c5 0.08,
M 5 4, u 5 0.06. Results are averaged over T 5 2 3 109 time steps.
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models, we allow the possibility of both in-group and out-group
cooperation, and determine the conditions under which preferential
in-group cooperation is favored by selection. As seen experimentally,
we find the emergence of in-group bias together with substantial
levels of out-group cooperation.
A second set of previous models consider in-group helping and

out-group harming in the context of explicit intergroup conflict with
discrete (binary) strategies20,24,50. Two of these models use simula-
tions to explore the evolution of such ‘parochial altruism’, and find
that explicit inter-group conflict is needed for selection to favor
bias20,24: groups with more in-group helpers and/or out-group har-
mers battle and replace other groups. A third model also considers
intergroup conflict as the driving force behind bias, and derives
analytical results. However, we note that their approach requires
infinitely many groups of fixed size, applies only to additive games,
and only gives the direction of selection (rather than any actual
evolutionary dynamics) for mutant invasion attempts at a locus
without polymorphism at the other locus. Unlike these models, we
show that sensitivity to group identity need not be the result of such
intergroup conflict, but instead can result from particular population
structures. Furthermore, our approach yields general analytical

results, characterizing the full evolutionary dynamics of our system,
and can easily be applied to a range of ‘‘in-group/out-group’’ inter-
actions (including, but not limited to, additive games).
Ourmutation-selection analysis shows that increasing the strategy

mutation rate m always makes it harder for cooperation to predom-
inate (Fig. 3c), but that this is not the case for the set mutation rate v:
there is an optimal level of q for promoting in-group cooperation
(Fig. 3d). In our model, prosperous groups tend to attract new indi-
viduals, which can be seen as ‘payoff-biasedmigration’45–47. However,
this non-random migration cannot promote the success of in-group
solidarity if the set mutation rate, or ‘confusion about the other’s set’,
is too low. Without flexibility in group identity (q R 0) all indivi-
duals eventually end up in the same group, and then the system is
prone to exploitation of in-group members. This is why some out-
group favoritism can evolve under this circumstance. On the other
hand, when the setmutation rate is excessively high (qR‘) and thus
group identities are overly fluid, the association between strategy and
group membership breaks down. In our model, as in behavioral
experiments9, this correlation between strategy and group member-
ship is essential for the establishment and maintenance of in-group
favoritism. Thus evolution cannot favor in-group cooperation if q is
too large. An intermediate setmutation rate is optimal, maintaining a
delicate balance between mobility and consistency.
Our work generates testable predictions about evolved human

behavior. For example, we find that a larger number of possible
groups leads to stronger selection for in-group bias (Fig. 3b). This
has implications both for laboratory experiments and field studies.
Most existing laboratory experiments with economic games use bin-
ary groupings8,9, but our theory predicts stronger in-group bias if a
richer set of groupings was used. Psychological research is consistent
with this prediction52. Our results also suggest that people who
developed their intuitions in more diverse communities, where a
wider range of possible social groups exist, will demonstrate stronger
in-group bias. Evaluating these predictions using quantitative empir-
ical analysis is a promising research direction.
The framework we introduce here is not limited to the study of

cooperation. It is a general theory for studying situations where one
game is played with in-group members while another game is played
with out-group members. For example, our framework can explain
the evolution of costly in-group helping and costly out-group harm-
ing42 (see the online material). Applying this model to a variety of
other social behaviors such as coordination, trust and bargaining51 is
an important topic for future study, as is exploring situations where
individuals are members of multiple groups with competing alle-
giances. Extending this framework to coalition formation53,54, which
cannot always be reduced to pairwise interactions, will be useful.
In-group bias is a central aspect of human behavior1–9,25,44. This

sensitivity to group membership may seem to imply a key role for
inter-group conflict in human evolution. Yet, while inter-group con-
flict can promote the evolution of in-group bias20, to do so it requires
stable groups whose membership remains largely unchanged over
time. Contrary to this vision of stable groups, experiments8,25 and
anthropological evidence40 have demonstrated that group identity
and membership is often flexible. Over short timescales, the relevant
grouping can be remodeled, leading to dramatic changes in behavior
towards the same set of others. Here we show how in-group bias can
evolve and thrive when group compositions are constantly shifting. It
can be advantageous to love your friends, even when today’s com-
rades might be tomorrow’s enemies.

Methods
Model.We study the evolutionary dynamics of a population of finite size,N, which is
distributed over M sets. Each individual belongs to one set. Without constituting
more complicated group culture or identity, this minimal group setting in our model
is similar with trivial groupings in previous empirical studies1,3,9. Individuals engage
in evolutionary games and accumulate payoff from pairwise interactions. Note that
the payoff of an individual depends both on its strategy and on the set it belongs to.

Figure 3 | Evolutionary determinants of individual in-group and out-
group preferences. (a)–(d) show how the population average p and q
values are determined by model parameters. Strengthened selection can
cause the most favorable strategy to move from the lower-right corner,
maximum in-group favoritism, towards the lower-left corner, defection.
Under some circumstances (K . 0), as shown here, increasing selection
pressure b first enhances in-group favoritism, but opposes it when b
exceeds a certain threshold. The greater the number of groups, the more
biased individuals become: They maintain in-group helping at high levels,
but shun helping the out-group. Increasing the strategy mutation (or
experimentation) rate, u, leads to reduced in-group and out-group
helping. An intermediate migration rate between groups most enhances
in-group helping while most reducing out-group helping. Parameters:
(a) N 5 100, M 5 100, b 5 1, c 5 0.1, u 5 0.002, v 5 0.1, (b) N 5 100,
b5 0.01, b5 1, c5 0.2, u5 0.01, v5 0.1, (c)N5 100, b5 0.01,M5 10,
b5 1, c5 0.1, v5 0.15, (d) N5 100, b5 0.01,M5 15, b5 1, c5 0.15,
u 5 0.01. Results are averaged over T 5 2 3 109 time steps.
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They reproduce proportional to payoff and inherit both strategy and set membership.
Reproduction can be genetic or cultural. That said, successful strategies spawn
imitators and successful sets attract more members. Therefore, the population
structure is dynamic and driven by the social interactions. To study the limiting
distribution of strategies under mutation-selection equilibrium, we include a strategy
mutation rate, u, and a set mutation rate, v. The latter represents random migration
between sets. It is useful to consider the rescaled mutation rates, m5Nu and q5Nv,
in the theoretical analysis. At times some sets can become empty to be re-populated
later. It is also possible that occasionally the whole population clusters in one set,
although increases in set mutation tend to make the population dwell in a mixture of
different sets most of the time.

Each individual plays with all others: interactions occur both between individuals
in the same set and between individuals in different sets. Here we consider equal
interaction rates within and between sets, an assumption that can be easily modified
by introducing an additional model parameter (see the online material). What varies
between in-group and out-group interactions is the strategy used by each individual,
and potentially the nature of the game that is played. At any one time the interaction
structure of the population is given by a two-colored graph (Fig. 1). The individuals
represent the vertices of the graph. The colors signify the two types of interactions:
within sets (in-group) and between sets (out-group). The graph changes as indivi-
duals move between sets. Individuals may use different strategies for in-group and
out-group games. We can also consider situations where different games are being
played within and between sets. For example, the game between sets could be an
aggression game, but the game within the set could be a Prisoner’s Dilemma.

Analysis. In the online material we develop a general analytical theory for such ‘‘in-
group/out-group’’ evolutionary processes. We consider two different games for the
two types of interactions and each game can have any number of strategies. The
behavioral rule of an individual is given by a pair of strategies determining the
behavior with members of the same set and with members of other sets. Our model
does not involve inter-group conflict20: there is no reproduction of groups and no
competition between groups. Instead, our model is based on evolutionary set theory23

and uses a general result for evolutionary game dynamics in structured populations43.
We derive a condition for a behavioral rule being favored by natural selection in the
limit of weak selection. In this limit the two games (within and between sets) make
additive contributions. The population structure is described by six structural
coefficients (three for each game) that depend on the number of setsM, the strategy
mutation rate m and the set mutation rate q.

Specifically, the analysis is greatly simplified for in-group and out-group interac-
tions both with two strategies. Suppose the in-group gamematrix (A vs. B) is given by
[R, S; T, P] and the out-group game matrix (A9 vs. B9) is given by [R9, S9; T9, P9]. If A
(A9) is a cooperative strategy and B (B9) is a defective strategy, then we haveR. P and
R9 . P9. The strategy (A, A9) is favored over (B, B9) if

k1 R{P! "zk2 S{T! "zk1’ R’{P’! "zk2’ S ’{T ’! "w0,

where k’s are structural coefficients determined by model parameters and, for low
strategy mutation and large M, we have:

k1~ 1zq! " q 2zq! "zM 3z2q! "# $

k2~ 3zq! " q 2zq! "zM# $

k’1~Mq 1zq! " 2zq! "

k’2~Mq 2zq! " 3zq! ":

We can see that the in-group game can promote cooperation (k1 . k2), but the out-
group game always opposes cooperation (k1’vk2’). This result can help us intuitively
understand the evolution of in-group favoritism from a full continuum of strategies.
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I. MODEL

Consider a population of asexual haploid individuals. Initially there are N total individuals,

randomly assigned into M groups. For simplicity, let us suppose that each individual’s group

identity is visible to everyone else and can be recognized perfectly. Let Gi ! {1, · · · ,M} denote the

group identity of an individual i. The behavioral (conditional) strategy of the individual i can be

described by a pair of variables (pi , qi), 0 " pi, qi " 1. Herein pi and qi represent the individual

i’s preferences towards in-group members and out-group members respectively.

In this work, we focus our study on individual helping behavior, a widely discussed example

of cooperative behaviors. An individual using strategy (p, q) cooperates with the in-group with

probability p while cooperating with the out-group with probability q. In-group favoritism means

p > q, namely, preferential treatment to in-group members. In our model, the ratio of benefit

to cost, b/c, is fixed for all individuals. This means that any pairwise helping behavior has the

same synergistic e!ect per unit cost. It is noteworthy that our model can be easily extended to

study any type of game interactions with continuous mixed strategies (p, q). Individuals can even

play di!erent games within and between groups. In the theoretical analysis we provide a general

framework for studying such “in-group/out-group” evolutionary processes.

We consider well-mixed populations where individuals are equally likely to interact with ev-

eryone else. Such pairwise all-to-all interactions, however, are weighted and di!erentiated by the

similarity/di!erence of bilateral group a"liations. Furthermore, the game is only one shot, and

there is no high-order social norm at work. At each evolutionary update event, an individual’s

total payo! Pi, accrued through pairwise interactions with all others once, determines its repro-

ductive fitness. We express the e!ective payo! as an exponential function of the total payo!, i.e.,

fi = exp(!Pi), where ! is the intensity of selection [1].

In this paper, we study two models: one is focused on the evolutionary dynamics in homo-

geneous populations consisting of in-group cooperators (p, q) and defectors (0, 0); the other is

focused on the emergence of in-group favoritism in heterogeneous populations with continuous

individual strategies (pi , qi) distributed over the unit square, [0, 1]2. We detail both models in the

following.
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A. Basic model of two discrete strategies

In this model, we study the competition between in-group cooperators (p, q) and unconditional

defectors (0, 0). We adopt a frequency-dependent Moran process (i.e., birth-death process) for

the evolutionary dynamics [2, 3]. At each time step t, an individual i is selected for reproduction

proportional to its e!ective payo! fi. One o!spring is being reproduced that replaces another

individual randomly selected from the entire population (including the parent itself). Thus the

population size N is constant over time. The newborn inherits the parent’s strategy with proba-

bility 1 ! u; otherwise, with probability u it mutates to a random strategy, either (p, q) or (0, 0).

Migration occurs right after the reproduction phase. With probability v the newborn migrates to

a randomly chosen group out of the total M groups. Otherwise, it stays within the parent’s group

with probability 1 ! v. Because of this asynchronous updating, there are overlapping generations.

Here we describe reproduction in terms of genetic evolution. An alternative description of cultural

learning (e.g., imitation dynamics) is quite straightforward. In addition to agent-based simulation-

s, we shall provide an analytical condition for strategy (p, q) to be favored over (0, 0) by selection

in the long term mutation-selection equilibrium.

B. Coevolutionary model of continuous strategies

We also consider stochastic evolutionary dynamics of individual preferences (pi, qi) in hetero-

geneous populations. Initially, each individual’s strategy is drawn from a uniform distribution over

the unit square. The game interactions are the same as stated above. The population system is up-

dated according to the frequency-dependent Moran process. At each time step, an individual is

chosen to reproduce proportional to its e!ective payo! fi. Its o!spring replaces another randomly

chosen individual from the population (including its parent). Reproduction is, however, subject

to mutation. Individual migration between groups can be seen as some kind of mutation process

of group memberships, which is independent of the strategy mutation events. With probability v,

migration of the newborn occurs; the o!spring randomly chooses to a"liate with one of the total

M groups. Otherwise, it stays within the parent’s group with probability 1 ! v.

The o!spring inherits the parent’s strategy (pi, qi) with probability 1 ! u. Otherwise, it adopts

a novel strategy with probability u. Here we consider both local and global mutation models. In

the local mutation model, the o!spring’s strategy is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with the
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parental value as mean and with a small standard deviation (= 0.01 in our case). In the simulations,

we use a truncated Gaussian distribution within 2 standard deviations away from the mean value,

and guarantee that all (pi, qi) values are constrained in the unit square. We also study the global

mutation model, in which the strategy of a mutated o!spring is uniformly and randomly drawn

from the unit square.

C. Methods

For weak selection (! ! 1), we can analytically calculate the evolutionary dynamics using

coalescent theory [4–8]. For strong selection (large ! values), we have to instead rely on extensive

computer simulations.

In our simulations, at each time step, we first calculate each individual’s fitness according to the

current population composition, and then update the population (including migration and mutation

events) as aforementioned. This updating process is repeated for a su"ciently long period. The

frequency of strategies is averaged over more than 106 time steps per individual. We focus our

investigation on the resulting stationary distribution of strategies in the long-run mutation-selection

dynamics.

In the basic model, our analysis is focused on the critical b/c ratio, above which in-group coop-

erators (p, q) are more abundant than defectors (0, 0). To do this, we fix the benefit of cooperation

b = 1 and vary c. We simulate the evolutionary process for a series of c values from less to

more than the theoretical threshold, with equal interval 0.01 in between. In theory, the equilibrium

frequency of cooperators (y-axis) decreases linearly with increasing c values (x-axis) under weak

selection. At a certain c cooperators become less abundant than defectors. Because of the stochas-

ticity in finite-sized populations, we need to do linear regression to the data points obtained by

simulations. The intersection of the best linear fitting line and the horizontal neutral line (at 1/2)

gives the critical b/c determined by numerical simulations.

In the coevolutionary model, there are infinitely many continuous strategies. In order to prac-

tically determine stationary distributions of strategies, we virtually discretize the strategy space

by chopping it into a grid of size 50 " 50. At each evolutionary update, we count the number of

individual strategies falling into each grid cell. Averaging these quantities over more than 109 time

steps, we obtain desirable statistics of the stationary distribution by simulations. It should be noted

that under this discrete setting, the average frequency of all strategies is 1/2500 = 4 " 10#4.
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II. ANALYTICAL THEORY

Here we present an analytical theory of our models in the limit of weak selection. For gener-

ality, let us consider competition of n strategies (n ! 2) in the mutation-selection dynamics. Let

A = {ai j} be the n " n payo! matrix, where ai j is the payo! of an i-th strategy playing against a

j-th strategy. Denote by xi the frequency of i strategy (i = 1, 2, · · · , n),
!n

j=1 x j = 1. For notational

simplicity, let us now assume that the average total number of interactions between strategy i and

j is given by Ii j. Then the payo! of an individual playing strategy k is Pk =
!

j ak jIk j/(xkN). The

fitness (i.e., e!ective payo!) of an individual k is given by fk = exp(!Pk). The total population

fitness is
!

k Nxk fk, where N is the population size. Evolutionary updating occurs according to a

frequency-dependent Moran process [3, 8]. In an update event, the average change of xk due to

selection can be written as:

"xsel
k = xk

"
fk!

j Nx j f j
+ 1 # 1

N

#
# xk. (1)

For weak selection, the above equation can be linearized in the leading order of !:

"xsel
k =

!

N
xk

$
%%%%%%&
'

j

ak jIk j/(xkN) #
'

i

'

j

xiai jIi j/(xiN)

(
))))))* + O(!). (2)

Averaging above change over all possible population states, we can obtain the expected change in

the stationary state in the leading order of ! (from now on let us omit higher order of !):

+
"xsel

k

,
=
!

N2

$
%%%%%%&
'

j

$ak jIk j% #
'

i

'

j

+
xkai jIi j

,
(
))))))* . (3)

According to the perturbation theory developed in Refs. [6–8], in the limit of weak selection the

average $·% can be taken over the stationary population state in the neutral evolution where ! = 0.

On the other hand, the average change of xk due to strategy mutation is given by [(1 # xk)/n #
xk(n # 1)/n]/N = (1/n # xk)/N. Thus the total expected change "xtot

k in the mutation-selection

equilibrium is:

$"xtot
k % = (1 # u)$"xsel

k % +
u
N
$(1

n
# xk)% = 0. (4)

It follows that the stationary frequency $xk% is given by:

$xk% =
1
n
+
!(1 # u)

Nu

$
%%%%%%&
'

j

$ak jIk j% #
'

i

'

j

+
xkai jIi j

,
(
))))))* . (5)
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We say natural selection favors strategy k if its abundance is greater than 1/n in the stationary

state. We thus obtain the condition for strategy k to be favored by natural selection is
!

j

!ak jIk j" #
!

i

!

j

"
xkai jIi j

#
> 0. (6)

Following prior work [8, 9], we can simplify the calculations by the symmetry condition. As

for the case of neutral evolution, di!erent strategies act like di!erent colors of individuals, index

permutations do not bring in any changes. Accordingly we need to consider only five cases:

i = j = k, i = j ! k, i = k ! j, j = k ! i, and i ! j ! k ! i. After some algebra, and introducing

the notations ak$ =
$

j ak j/n, a$k =
$

j a jk/n, a$$ =
$

j a j j/n, and ā =
$

i
$

j ai j/n2, we can greatly

simplify the condition (6) as:

!1(akk # a$$) + !2(ak$ # a$k) + !3(ak$ # a) > 0, (7)

where, up to the same positive constant factor, these !’s are proportional to:

!1 % !xkIii" # !xkIi j", (8)

!2 % !xkI jk" # !xkIi j", (9)

!3 % n!xkIi j". (10)

We should note that the condition (7) generally holds for a wide class of evolutionary process-

es under weak selection, and that the ! formula (8)–(10) hold for evolutionary processes where

individuals globally compete to reproduce o!spring and either the birth rate or the death rate is

constant (that is, the total payo! from the game can only a!ect either the birth rate or the death

rate, but not both) [9]. Tarnita et al. also prove that the ratios of these !i values (that is, !1/!2 and

!3/!2 for !2 ! 0) do not depend on the number of strategies n [9].

A. In-group/out-group evolutionary dynamics

In the present model, the payo! of strategy k, (pk, qk) playing against strategy l, (pl, ql), de-

pends not only on their strategy, but also on the similarity/di!erence of their group member-

ships. We therefore must distinguish two dividing cases: individuals using strategy k and l be-

long to the same group, or they are from di!erent groups. We can write the payo! matrix A as

"(Gi,G j)ai
i j + [1# "(Gi,G j)]ao

i j, where Gi & {1, 2, . . . ,M} is the group identity, and "(Gi,G j) = 1 if

Gi = G j, otherwise being zero. The superscripts ‘i’ and ‘o’ denote in-group and out-group game
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interactions respectively. In this way we can separate the payo! matrix A and the associated !i

parameters into two parts:

!i
1 ! "xkIii"(Gi,Gi)# $ "xkIi j"(Gi,G j)#,

!i
2 ! "xkI jk"(G j,Gk)# $ "xkIi j"(Gi,G j)#,

!i
3 ! n"xkIi j"(Gi,G j)#, (11)

which are associated with the payo! matrix Ai = {ai
i j}, and

!o
1 ! "xkIii[1 $ "(Gi,Gi)]# $ "xkIi j[1 $ "(Gi,G j)]#,

!o
2 ! "xkI jk[1 $ "(G j,Gk)]# $ "xkIi j[1 $ "(Gi,G j)]#

!o
3 ! n"xkIi j[1 $ "(Gi,G j)]#, (12)

which are associated with the payo! matrix Ao = {ao
i j}.

Then the condition in Inequality (7) can be extended to such “in-group/out-group” evolutionary

processes with six structural coe"cients. The strategy (pk, qk) for the in-group and the out-group

games is favored by selection, if and only if:

!i
1(ai

kk $ ai
%%) + !

i
2(ai

k% $ ai
%k) + !

i
3(ai

k% $ ai) + !o
1(ao

kk $ ao
%%) + !

o
2(ao

k% $ ao
%k) + !

i
3(ao

k% $ ao) > 0. (13)

We remark here that there is one population structure, but the structure itself implies two di!erent

games, one for in-group interactions and the other for out-group interactions, leading to two sets

of structural coe"cients (three each).

Let us further interpret these ! parameters. To this end, let xl
i be the abundance of strategy

i in group l,
!M

l=1 xl
i = xi, and let xl

% be the abundance of individuals in group l, xl
% =
!n

k=1 xl
k.

Alternatively, we can see xl
i as the probability of finding strategy i in group l. For convenience,

let us denote Ii j"(Gi,G j) by Ii
i j, the average number of in-group interactions between strategy i

and strategy j. And denote Ii j[1 $ "(Gi,G j)] by Io
i j, the average number of out-group interactions

between strategy i and strategy j. It follows that:

Ii
i j = N2

M"

l=1

xl
ix

l
j, (14)

Io
i j = N2

M"

l=1

M"

r=1,r!l

xl
ix

r
j. (15)

It should be noted that due to symmetry the average number of interactions between the same s-

trategy should be doubly counted. That is how we obtain the above equations. Henceforth we omit
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the common factor N2 for conciseness. Moreover, we can drop the sums in the above equations

and rewrite Ii
i j ! xl

ix
l
j and Io

i j ! xl
ix

r
j. The former means the probability of finding two strategies i

and j in the same group, while the latter means the probability of finding two strategies i and j in

di!erent groups. Substituting these quantities into Eqs.(11) (12), we have

!i
1 ! "xkxl

ix
l
i# $ "xkxl

ix
l
j#, (16)

!i
2 ! "xkxl

kxl
j# $ "xkxl

ix
l
j#, (17)

!i
3 ! n"xkxl

ix
l
j#, (18)

and

!o
1 ! "xkxl

ix
r
i # $ "xkxl

ix
r
j#, (19)

!o
2 ! "xkxl

kxr
j# $ "xkxl

ix
r
j# (20)

!o
3 ! n"xkxl

ix
r
j#. (21)

We interpret these correlations as follows. Let us randomly pick up three di!erent individuals. The

average "xkxl
ix

l
i# (resp. "xkxl

ix
r
i #) is the expected probability that two of them are in the same group

(resp. di!erent groups) and have the same strategy, while the third one has a di!erent strategy; the

average "xkxl
ix

l
j# (resp. "xkxl

ix
r
j#) is the expected probability that two of them are from the same

group (resp. di!erent groups), and all three have di!erent strategies; "xkxl
kxl

j# (resp. "xkxl
kxr

j#) is

the probability that the first two of them have the same strategy, di!erent from the third one’s, and

the latter two are in the same group (resp. di!erent groups). To avoid double counting, we must

bear in mind that, for example, the actual value of "xkxl
ix

l
i# should be divided by n(n $ 1). We will

come back to this issue in the subsequent calculations.

We should note that the averages of these triplet correlations result from counting individuals

with replacement, while here they are interpreted/computed by sampling three di!erent individu-

als. Taking this di!erence into account only brings in a correction term of order 1/N [6, 7], which

can be safely neglected when population size N is large.

B. Correlations at neutrality

We can analytically calculate these triplet correlations using the coalescent theory described in

Refs. [5–8]. It is convenient to compute in the continuous time limit, ", by rescaling the discrete

time " = 2t/N2. In this new time scale, we need to rescale the mutation probability u and the
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migration probability v as well. Thus for the Moran process, we obtain the rates µ = Nu and

! = Nv respectively. The key idea of coalescent theory is tracing two individual lineages back in

time. After some certain steps, we can always find their most recent common ancestor. Intuitively,

these two lineages “coalesce” backward in some time "2, where "2 is called the coalescent time.

The coalescent time density of "2 is given by

p2("2) = e!"2 . (22)

Similarly, we can obtain the coalescent time density function p3("2, "3) for three randomly chosen

individuals. In this case, either two of them coalesce first back in time "3, and then this lineage

coalesces with the remaining one back in time "2. We have

p3("2, "3) = 3e!3"3e!"2 . (23)

We have two identical individuals (i.e., they have the same strategy and are in the same group)

immediately after the coalescence of the two chosen lineages. It is worthy of noting that each

lineage mutates with rate Nu/2 = µ/2 and the migration along each lineage happens with rate

Nv/2 = !/2. Furthermore, we can treat individual migration between groups as a kind of ‘group

membership’ mutation process, which is independent of behavioral strategy mutation events. If at

least one strategy mutation occurs along the two lineages after their coalescence, the two individu-

als have the same strategy with probability 1/n. Similarly, if at least one migration event happens

along the two lineages after their coalescence, the two individuals are still in the same group with

probability 1/M. Taking these into account, we get the probability that for two randomly chosen

individuals, they still have the same strategy (are in the same group) after their coalescent time "2,

respectively:

s2("2) = e!µ"2 +
1 ! e!µ"2

n
, (24)

g2("2) = e!!"2 +
1 ! e!!"2

M
. (25)

To derive the probability s3("2, "3) that three randomly chosen individuals all have the same

strategy after their coalescent time "2 + "3 requires a bit more but similar work. This has already

been done in Ref. [8]:

s3("2, "3) =
1
n2

!
s2("2)

"
1 + 3(n ! 1)e!µ"3 + (n ! 1)(n ! 2)e!3/2µ"3

#

+ (1 ! s2("2))
"
1 + (n ! 3)e!µ"3 ! (n ! 2)e!3/2µ"3

#$
(26)
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Taking into account the order of coalescent events for triplets, we now can calculate the

pair/triplet correlations in the following:

!xl
kxl

k" =
1
n

! #

0
p2(!2)s2(!2)g2(!2)d!2, (27)

!xkxl
kxl

k" =
1
n

1
3

! #

0

! #

0
p3(!2, !3)s3(!2, !3)[g2(!3) + g2(!2 + !3) + g2(!2 + !3)]d!2d!3, (28)

!xkxl
kxl
$" =

1
n

1
3

! #

0

! #

0
p3(!2, !3)[s2(!3)g2(!2 + !3) + s2(!2 + !3)g2(!3)

+ s2(!2 + !3)g2(!2 + !3)]d!2d!3. (29)

The factor 1/n in the right hand side of above equations accounts for the probability of randomly

selecting an individual with strategy k. In the neutral evolution, this probability is given by 1/n.

By symmetry, we can have other correlations calculated as follows:

!xl
ix

l
j" =

1
n % 1

"
!xl

ix
l
$" % !xl

ix
l
i"
#
, (30)

!xkxl
kxl

j" =
1

n % 1

"
!xkxl

kxl
$" % !xkxl

kxl
k"
#
, (31)

!xkxl
ix

l
j" =

1
n % 2

"
!xl

ix
l
j" % 2!xkxl

kxl
j"
#
, (32)

!xkxl
ix

l
i" =

1
n % 1

"
!xl

ix
l
i" % !xkxl

kxl
k"
#
, (33)

where for the first two quantities we use xl
$ = xl

i +
$

j!i xl
j, for the last two we use xk = 1 %

$
j!k x j. Omitting the intermediate calculation steps, we present the " terms associated with in-

group games:

"i
1 &

µ(M(2 + µ)(3 + 3µ + 2#) + #(4 + 3µ + 2#))
Mn2 %2 + 3µ + µ2& (1 + µ + #)(6 + 3µ + 2#)

, (34)

"i
2 &

µ
"
M(2 + µ)

"
3µ2 + (3 + #)2 + µ(12 + 5#)

##

Mn2 %2 + 3µ + µ2& (1 + #)(1 + µ + #)(3 + µ + #)(6 + 3µ + 2#)

+

"
#
"
3µ3 + 2(2 + #)(3 + #)2 + µ2(21 + 8#) + µ

"
49 + 38# + 7#2

###

Mn2 %2 + 3µ + µ2& (1 + #)(1 + µ + #)(3 + µ + #)(6 + 3µ + 2#)
, (35)

"i
3 &

µ2
"
M(2 + µ)

"
9 + 3µ2 + 7# + 2#2 + µ(12 + 5#)

##

Mn2 %2 + 3µ + µ2& (1 + #)(1 + µ + #)(3 + µ + #)(6 + 3µ + 2#)

+
µ2#
"
3µ3 + µ2(21 + 8#) + µ

"
48 + 37# + 7#2

#
+ 2
"
17 + 20# + 8#2 + #3

##

Mn2 %2 + 3µ + µ2& (1 + #)(1 + µ + #)(3 + µ + #)(6 + 3µ + 2#)
. (36)

Analogously, we calculate the "o
i associated with out-group interactions as follows. The prob-

ability z2(!2) of two randomly chosen individuals having di!erent groups since their coalescent
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time !2 is given by:

z2(!2) =
M ! 1

M
!
1 ! e!"!2

"
. (37)

Then we can calculate the following pair/triplet correlations:

"xl
ix

r
i # =

1
n

# $

0
p2(!2)s2(!2)z2(!2)d!2, (38)

"xkxl
kxr

k# =
1
n

1
3

# $

0

# $

0
p3(!2, !3)s3(!2, !3)[z2(!3) + z2(!2 + !3) + z2(!2 + !3)]d!2d!3, (39)

"xkxl
kxr
%# =

1
n

1
3

# $

0

# $

0
p3(!2, !3)[s2(!3)z2(!2 + !3) + s2(!2 + !3)z2(!3)

+ s2(!2 + !3)z2(!2 + !3)]d!2d!3, (40)

"xl
ix

r
j# =

1
n(n ! 1)

# $

0
p2(!2)(1 ! s2(!2))z2(!2)d!2. (41)

We should note that, as mentioned before, the factor 1/[n(n! 1)] in Eq. (41) takes into account the

fact that there are n(n ! 1) di!erent combinations of the strategy index satisfying i ! j.

We can also have the following correlations calculated by symmetry:

"xkxl
kxr

j# =
1

n ! 1

$
"xkxl

kxr
%# ! "xkxl

kxr
k#
%
, (42)

"xkxl
ix

r
j# =

1
n ! 2

$
"xl

ix
r
j# ! 2"xkxl

kxr
j#
%
, (43)

"xkxl
ix

r
i # =

1
n ! 1

$
"xl

ix
r
i # ! "xkxl

kxr
k#
%
. (44)

We finally arrive at the explicit expressions of #o terms for out-group interactions:

#o
1 &

(M ! 1)µ"(4 + 3µ + 2")
Mn2 !2 + 3µ + µ2" (1 + µ + ")(6 + 3µ + 2")

, (45)

#o
2 &

(M ! 1)µ"
$
3µ3 + 2(2 + ")(3 + ")2 + µ2(21 + 8") + µ(49 + "(38 + 7"))

%

Mn2(1 + µ)(2 + µ)(1 + ")(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + ")(6 + 3µ + 2")
, (46)

#o
3 &

(M ! 1)µ2"
$
34 + 3µ3 + 40" + 2"2(8 + ") + µ(3 + ")(16 + 7") + µ2(21 + 8")

%

Mn2(1 + µ)(2 + µ)(1 + ")(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + ")(6 + 3µ + 2")
. (47)

We can further simplify these six # expressions altogether by canceling out their greatest com-

mon divisor:
µ

Mn2 !2 + 3µ + µ2" (1 + ")(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + ")(6 + 3µ + 2")
.

Finally we can have the simplified # expressions as follows.

12



For in-group interactions,

!i
1 ! (1 + ")(3 + µ + ")(M(2 + µ)(3 + 3µ + 2") + "(4 + 3µ + 2")), (48)

!i
2 ! M(2 + µ)

!
9 + 3µ(4 + µ) + 6" + 5µ" + "2

"

+ "
!
3µ3 + 2(2 + ")(3 + ")2 + µ2(21 + 8") + µ(49 + "(38 + 7"))

"
, (49)

!i
3 ! µ

#
M(2 + µ)

!
9 + 3µ(4 + µ) + 7" + 5µ" + 2"2

"

+ "
!
34 + 3µ3 + 40" + 2"2(8 + ") + µ(3 + ")(16 + 7") + µ2(21 + 8")

"$
. (50)

and for out-group interactions,

!o
1 ! (M " 1)"(1 + ")(3 + µ + ")(4 + 3µ + 2"), (51)

!o
2 ! (M " 1)"

!
3µ3 + 2(2 + ")(3 + ")2 + µ2(21 + 8") + µ(49 + "(38 + 7"))

"
, (52)

!o
3 ! (M " 1)µ"

!
34 + 3µ3 + 40" + 2"2(8 + ") + µ(3 + ")(16 + 7") + µ2(21 + 8")

"
. (53)

We can see that these ! expressions indeed do not depend on the number of strategies, but are

jointly determined by the number of groups, the mutation rate, and the migration rate.

III. THEORETICAL RESULTS

Having these six structural coe!cients !’s at hand, we now can readily apply this theoretical

framework to analyze in detail the stochastic evolutionary dynamics of in-group favoritism. We

would also like to stress the broad applicability of our framework in studying other social behaviors

that can be invoked by minimal group construction. Taking an illustrative example, we shall also

study the evolution of parochial altruism, where individuals tend to help members of their own

groups but also express aggression towards members of di"erent groups.

A. Two discrete strategies

Specifically, let us consider the simple case of two strategies for both the in-group game

(A versus B) and the out-group game (A# versus B#). In the following, we derive the condition

for strategy (A, A#) to be favored over strategy (B, B#).

13



Suppose the payo! matrix Ai for the in-group game is given by:

A B

A

B

!
"""""""#

a b

c d

$
%%%%%%%& .

(54)

and the payo! matrix Ao for the out-group game is given by:

A! B!

A!

B!

!
"""""""#

a! b!

c! d!

$
%%%%%%%& .

(55)

If A (A!) is a cooperative strategy and B (B!) is a defective strategy, then we have a > d (a! > d!).

Using Inequality (13), we arrive at the simplified condition for (A, A!) to be favored over (B, B!)

as follows:

k1(a " d) + k2(b " c) + k!1(a! " d!) + k!2(b! " c!) > 0, (56)

where the co"cients ki’s and k!i ’s are given by:

k1 = !
i
1 +
!i

3

2
, (57)

k2 = !
i
2 +
!i

3

2
, (58)

k!1 = !
o
1 +
!o

3

2
, (59)

k!2 = !
o
2 +
!o

3

2
. (60)

Substituting the ! expressions calculated above and canceling out the common factor, we obtain

the explicit expressions for ki’s and k!i ’s:

k1 = (1 + µ + ")("(2 + µ + ") + M(3 + µ + 2")), (61)

k2 = (3 + µ + ")(M(1 + µ) + "(2 + µ + ")), (62)

k!1 = (M " 1)"(1 + µ + ")(2 + µ + "), (63)

k!2 = (M " 1)"(2 + µ + ")(3 + µ + "). (64)

For low strategy mutation µ# 0 and large number of groups M, we have

k1 = (1 + ")["(2 + ") + M(3 + 2")]

k2 = (3 + ")["(2 + ") + M]

14



k!1 = M!(1 + !)(2 + !)

k!2 = M!(2 + !)(3 + !). (65)

We see that the in-group game can promote cooperation (k1 > k2), but the out-group game always

opposes cooperation (k!1 < k!2). Moreover if ! is of order
"

M (close to its optimum value) then k1

and k2 are much smaller than k!1 and k!2.

Now let us focus on cooperative dilemmas and consider the general 2 # 2 payo! matrix for the

pure strategies of cooperation (C) versus defection (D):

C D

C

D

!
"""""""#

R S

T P

$
%%%%%%%& .

(66)

We now specifically consider the evolutionary dynamics of two competing strategies in our

model: S1 = (p, q) and S2 = (0, 0). An individual using strategy S1 cooperates with probability

p and defects otherwise with probability 1 $ p if the opponent is from the same group (in-group);

whereas it cooperates with probability q and defects otherwise with probability 1$q if the opponent

is from a di!erent group (out-group). The strategy S2 never cooperates. In-group favoritism

implies 1 % p > q % 0. According to the general condition presented above, we can derive the

condition for strategy S1 to be favored over S2.

To this end, the payo! matrix for in-group games is

S1 S2

S1

S2

!
"""""""#

p2R + p(1 $ p)S + (1 $ p)pT + (1 $ p)2P pS + (1 $ p)P

pT + (1 $ p)P P

$
%%%%%%%& .

(67)

The payo! matrix for out-group games is

S1 S2

S1

S2

!
"""""""#

q2R + q(1 $ q)S + (1 $ q)qT + (1 $ q)2P qS + (1 $ q)P

qT + (1 $ q)P P

$
%%%%%%%& .

(68)

Thus we have for in-group games:

ai
11 = p2R + p(1 $ p)S + (1 $ p)pT + (1 $ p)2P,

ai
&& =

1
2 [p2R + p(1 $ p)S + (1 $ p)pT + (2 $ 2p + p2)P],

ai
1& =

1
2 [p2R + (2p $ p2)S + (1 $ p)pT + (1 $ p)(2 $ p)P],

ai
&1 =

1
2 [p2R + p(1 $ p)S + (2p $ p2)T + (1 $ p)(2 $ p)P],

ai = 1
4 [p2R + (2p $ p2)S + (2p $ p2)T + (2 $ 2p + p2)P].
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And for out-group games:

ao
11 = q2R + q(1 ! q)S + (1 ! q)qT + (1 ! q)2P,

ao
"" =

1
2 [q2R + q(1 ! q)S + (1 ! q)qT + (2 ! 2q + q2)P],

ao
1" =

1
2 [q2R + (2q ! q2)S + (1 ! q)qT + (1 ! q)(2 ! q)P],

ao
"1 =

1
2 [q2R + q(1 ! q)S + (2q ! q2)T + (1 ! q)(2 ! q)P],

ao = 1
4 [q2R + (2q ! q2)S + (2q ! q2)T + (2 ! 2q + q2)P].

FIG. S1: 3-Dimensional plots of the condition C(p, q) in inequality (69) for di!erent games. Parameters:

M = 100, µ = 0.01, ! = 10, (A) R = 3, S = 0, T = 5, P = 1, (B) R = 0.9, S = !0.1, T = 1, P = 0, (C)

R = 3, S = 2, T = 5, P = 1, (D) R = 2, S = 0, T = 1, P = 1.
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FIG. S2: The region (below the line plotted) in the unit square [0, 1]2 where strategy (p, q) wins against

(0, 0). Parameters are as in Fig. S1.
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It follows that strategy S1 = (p, q) is favored over S2 = (0, 0) if and only if:

C(p, q) = !i
1[p2R + p(1 ! p)S + (1 ! p)pT + p(p ! 2)P]

+ !i
2(pS ! pT )

+ !i
3[p2R + p(2 ! p)S ! p2T + p(p ! 2)P]/2

+ !o
1[q2R + q(1 ! q)S + (1 ! q)qT + q(q ! 2)P]

+ !o
2(qS ! qT )

+ !o
3[q2R + q(2 ! q)S ! q2T + q(q ! 2)P]/2 > 0, (69)

where these ! parameters are the same as derived before. The above condition can be seen as a

quadric surface over the strategy space (p, q) (see Fig. S1), and only strategies S1 = (p, q) that

render positive C(p, q) are selected against S2 = (0, 0) (see Fig. S2).

For notational simplicity, we can rewrite the above condition as:

r1R + r2S > r3T + r4P, (70)

where ri’s are given by:

r1 = (1 + µ + ")
!
(p ! q)(p + q)"(2 + µ + ") + M

!
q2"(2 + µ + ") + p2(3 + µ + 2")

""
, (71)

r2 = !(p ! q)"(2 + µ + ")(p(1 + µ + ") + q(1 + µ + ") ! 2(2 + µ + "))

! M
!
p2(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + 2") ! 2p

!
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + ") + "(3 + ")

"
+

+ q"(2 + µ + ")(q(1 + µ + ") ! 2(2 + µ + "))) , (72)

r3 = (p ! q)"(2 + µ + ")(2 + p(1 + µ + ") + q(1 + µ + "))

! M
!
!2p"(2 + µ + ") + p2(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + 2") + q"(2 + µ + ")(2 + q(1 + µ + "))

"
,(73)

r4 = !(1 + µ + ") ((p ! q)(!2 + p + q)"(2 + µ + ")

+ M
!
(!2 + q)q"(2 + µ + ") ! 2p(3 + µ + 2") + p2(3 + µ + 2")

""
. (74)

We make the following observations. For three special cases p = 1 and q = 0 (in-group coop-

eration), p = 0 and q = 1 (out-group cooperation), and p = q = 1 (unconditional cooperation), we

have r1 = r4 and r2 = r3. In these cases, the condition in inequality (69) can thus be simplified to

the single # condition [10]:

#R + S > T + #P. (75)
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And the ! values for these three cases are respectively given by

!(1, 0) =
(1 + µ + ")("(2 + µ + ") + M(3 + µ + 2"))

(3 + µ + ")(M(1 + µ) + "(2 + µ + "))
, (76)

!(0, 1) =
1 + µ + "
3 + µ + "

, (77)

!(1, 1) = 1. (78)

Note that for p = 1 and q = 0, the interaction structure of the population recovers to the sets

model [7], and !(1, 0) is the same as in Ref. [7]. For p = 1 and q = 1, the population becomes

well-mixed, leading to !(1, 1) = 1 as in Refs. [3, 10]

Whereas for general p and q values, we find that r1 ! r4 and r2 ! r3 due to their nonlinear

dependence on p and q. Thus we still need three independent structural coe!cients to characterize

the inequality condition as presented in (56).

Concerning the simplified ‘benefit-cost’ prisoner’s dilemma, we have R = b!c, S = !c, T = b,

and P = 0. Thus we arrive at the following condition for in-group cooperators S1 = (p, q) to be

favored over pure defectors S2 = (0, 0):

b
c
>

p
!
#i

1 + #
i
2 + #

i
3

"
+ q
!
#o

1 + #
o
2 + #

o
3

"

p
!
#i

1 ! #i
2

"
+ q
!
#o

1 ! #o
2

" . (79)

Substituting the calculated # expressions to above inequality, we arrive at the explicit, analytical

condition for natural selection favoring (p, q) over (0, 0):

b
c
>
"(2 + µ + ")2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 3" + "2 + 2µ(2 + ")

"

(M ! 1)"(2 + µ + ")
+

q
p ! q

M(1 + ")(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + ")
(M ! 1)"(2 + µ + ")

.

(80)

We should note that under no condition could out-group cooperators (i.e., 1 " q > p " 0) out-

compete defectors.

When in-group cooperators abstain from helping out-group members (i.e., q = 0), they have

the greatest chance to prevail. The critical b/c ratio becomes

b
c
>
"(2 + µ + ")2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 3" + "2 + 2µ(2 + ")

"

(M ! 1)"(2 + µ + ")
. (81)

On the other hand, when cooperators do not discriminate against out-group members (i.e.,

p = q), they never have a chance to dominate the population. The critical b/c reaches infinity

since the situation is recovered to a standard well-mixed population where no in-group favoritism

is at work.
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B. Continuous strategies

In our coevolutionary model, we consider continuous strategies (p, q) over the unit square.

Under some certain circumstances, in-group favoritism (that is, high in-group helping level, p,

and low out-group helping level, q) can be most favored by natural selection in the long run

mutation-selection equilibrium. To gain analytical insights, here we consider a global mutation

model in which a mutated o!spring adopts a strategy uniformly and randomly drawn from the unit

square. In our computer simulations, we also consider a local mutation model, where a mutated

o!spring chooses a strategy from a Gaussian distribution with the parent’s strategy as mean and

with a small standard deviation. While we find no qualitatively di!erent results, local mutation

causes the stationary distribution of strategies more condensed than global mutation does.

Using the same approach conceived in Ref. [11] we can generalize the above results for n

discrete strategies to the scenario of continuous (infinitely many) strategies. In this limiting case,

the sums in the condition can be replaced by integrals. Thus a strategy p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ! Un

is favored by natural selection if and only if:

!1

!

Un

[A(p,p)"A(q,q)]dq+!2

!

Un

[A(p,q)"A(q, p)]dq+!3

!

Un

!

Un

[A(p,q)"A(r, q)]dqdr > 0.

(82)

Here the !i terms are the same as for the discrete strategies, and A(p,q) is the payo! of strategy p

playing against strategy q.

As for the present model of in-group favoritism, we need to separate in-group and out-group

interactions as aforementioned. Denote strategy i by si = (pi, qi). For generality, here we can also

interpret pi (resp. qi) as the probability of cooperating with in-group (resp. out-group) members.

For the simplified prisoner’s dilemma, pi and qi can be seen as the in-group/out-group helping

level respectively. The payo! of strategy i playing against strategy k within the same group or

from a di!erent group is respectively given by

Ai(si, s j) = Rpi p j + S pi(1 " pj) + T (1 " pi)pj + P(1 " pi)(1 " pj),

Ao(si, s j) = Rqiq j + S qi(1 " qj) + T (1 " qi)qj + P(1 " qi)(1 " qj).
(83)

Let us calculate the condition for strategy s = (p, q) to be favored by natural selection. To this
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end, the three integrals in Eq. (82) for in-group interactions can be given by:

! 1
0

"
Ai(s, s) ! Ai(s j, s j)

#
dpj = 2P

3 ! R
3 ! S

6 ! T
6 + p(S + T ! 2P) + p2(P + R ! S ! T )

! 1
0

"
Ai(s, s j) ! Ai(s j, s)

#
dpj = S!T

2 (2p ! 1)
! 1

0

! 1
0

"
Ai(s, s j) ! Ai(si, s j)

#
dpidp j =

R+S!T!P
4 (2p ! 1).

(84)

The three integrals in Eq. (82) for out-group interactions can be obtained by replacing p by q in

the above equations. The ! expressions are the same as in the discrete n strategies. We arrive at

the final condition for natural selection favoring strategy (p, q):

C(p, q) = !i
1

$
2P
3
! R

3
! S

6
! T

6
+ p(S + T ! 2P) + p2(P + R ! S ! T )

%

+ !i
2

&S ! T
2

(2p ! 1)
'
+ !i

3

&R + S ! T ! P
4

(2p ! 1)
'

+ !o
1

$
2P
3
! R

3
! S

6
! T

6
+ q(S + T ! 2P) + q2(P + R ! S ! T )

%

+ !o
2

&S ! T
2

(2q ! 1)
'
+ !o

3

&R + S ! T ! P
4

(2q ! 1)
'
> 0. (85)

It is easy to find that C(p, q) always equals zero at the point (1/2, 1/2) if the payo! matrix

satisfies the condition of ‘equal gains from switching’ (i.e., R + P = T + S ) [12]. In this case, the

strategy (1/2, 1/2) is neutral for any parameter choices.

For the simplified b-c parameter prisoner’s dilemma, C(p, q) is just a linear function of (p, q)

over the unit square:

C(p, q) = !1
2

(2 + µ)(6 + 3µ + 2")
(
q
(
2(M ! 1)"(2 + µ + ")(b + c(2 + µ + "))

)

! p
"
2b(!1 + M)"(2 + µ + ") ! 2c"(2 + µ + ")2 ! 2cM

*
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + ") + "(3 + ")

+#

! cM(1 + ")(1 + µ + ")(3 + µ + ")
)
. (86)

We can thus visualize the function C(p, q) as a hyperplane in three-dimensional space (see Fig. S3).

The (p, q) region rendering positive C(p, q) values is selected by natural selection. If C(pi, qi) >

C(pj, qj) then strategy (pi, qi) is more abundant than strategy (pj, qj) in the mutation-selection

equilibrium.

Let us consider these strategies located in the four corners: (0, 0), defection, (0, 1), out-group

cooperation, (1, 0), in-group cooperation, and (1, 1), unconditional cooperation. We find that

C(0, 0) > C(0, 1) and C(0, 0) > C(1, 1) always hold. This result suggests that defectors are always

more abundant than both out-group cooperators and pure altruists. The abundance of in-group
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FIG. S3: Plot of the condition C(p, q) for continuous strategies in the simplified prisoner’s dilemma. These

strategies having positive C(p, q) values are favored by selection. The intersection of the surface and the

zero-plane gives the critical line in the strategy space (p, q). Strategies below this critical line (lower q

values) are selected while being inhibited above this critical line (higher q values). Parameters: M = 10,

µ = 4, ! = 6, b = 1, c = 0.1.

cooperators is larger than defectors, equivalently, C(1, 0) > C(0, 0), if and only if:

b
c
>
!(2 + µ + !)2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + !) + !(3 + !)

"

(M ! 1)!(2 + µ + !)
(87)

Interestingly, this condition is exactly the same as in the case where only these two discrete strate-

gies are present and competing with each other. We can further prove that this is true only when

the original 2" 2 payo! matrix between two strategies satisfies the condition of ‘equal gains from

switching’. In this case, each payo! entry can be separated into two parts: what I do to the other

and what the other does to me. Therefore, introducing more continuous strategies does not bring

in changes in the ranking of the original two strategies with respect to each other. We also note

that (1/2, 1/2) is always a zero of the relative density function C(p, q) for any model parameters.

The sums of two diagonal corners are equal, that is C(0, 0) + C(1, 1) = C(1, 0) + C(0, 1). The sum

of the abundance of defectors and pure altruists equals that of in-group cooperators and out-group

cooperators. Intuitively this is because C(p, q) is a linear function of p and q and always has the

root (1/2, 1/2) for any parameter choices.

We can further divide the unit square into two regions by the critical line C(p, q) = 0, which can
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be formally written as q = K(p! 1/2)+ 1/2. The slope K is determined by the model parameters:

K =
b(M ! 1)!(2 + µ + !) ! c

!
!(2 + µ + !)2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + !) + !(3 + !)

""

(M ! 1)!(2 + µ + !)(b + c(2 + µ + !))
. (88)

In the (p, q) plane, strategies below this critical line are favored by natural selection, while being

suppressed above the critical line. A positive K > 0 requires the same condition as given in

Eq. (87), suggesting that in-group cooperation (1, 0) is most favored by natural selection and

thus most abundant in the long-run mutation-selection equilibrium. Moreover, we find that the

maximum slope K is +1 when the benefit-to-cost ratio, b/c " #, and that the minimum K can

reach !# when the migration rate ! tends to 0.

We further identify the condition for the population average p to be larger than the average q.

Up to the same common factor, we can calculate the averages $p% and $q% as follows:

$p% &
# 1

0

# 1

0
pC(p, q)dpdq

& b(M ! 1)!(2 + µ + !) ! c
!
!(2 + µ + !)2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 3! + !2 + 2µ(2 + !)

""
(89)

$q% &
# 1

0

# 1

0
qC(p, q)dpdq

& (1 ! M) !(2 + µ + !)(b + c(2 + µ + !)). (90)

The condition for $p% > $q% is equivalent to:

b
c
>

2!(2 + µ + !)2 + M
!
3 + µ2 + 3! + !2 + 2µ(2 + !) ! !(2 + µ + !)2

"

2(M ! 1)!(2 + µ + !)
. (91)

Interestingly, substituting the above condition into the expression of the slope K in Eq. (88), we

find a very simple condition for $p% > $q% in terms of the slope K:

$p% > $q% ' K > !1. (92)

In sum, we have two critical b/c ratios determined by the slopes K = 0 and K = !1. Increasing

the strategy mutation rate µ always increases both critical b/c ratios, while increasing the number

of groups, M, always reduces both critical b/c ratios. Increasing the migration rate ! always

reduces the critical b/c for K = !1, but there is an optimum ! that minimizes the critical b/c ratio

for K = 0.

In Fig. S4, we show the parameter space (b/c, !) partitioned into three regions by the two

slopes K = 0 and K = !1. In region 1 (K > 0), the average p is larger than average q and the
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strategy (1, 0) is most common; in region 2 (K < 0 and K > !1), the average p is larger than

average q and the strategy (0, 0) is most common; In region 3 (K < !1), the average p is smaller

than average q (out-group favoritism) and the strategy (0, 0) is most common. For cooperative

dilemmas (b > c > 0), some part of the parameter space (below b/c " 1) is inaccessible. For fixed

b/c > 1, we can always choose a certain small migration rate such that K < !1, that is, some of

out-group favoritism is evolved. This result is confirmed by our simulations in the main Fig. 3D.

FIG. S4: Three regions in the (b/c, !)-plane partitioned by the two conditions for the slope K = 0 and

K = !1. In region 1 we have average p > average q and the strategy (1, 0) is most common; in region 2

we have average p > average q and (0, 0) is most common; in region 3 we have average p < average q and

(0, 0) is most common. Because of the cooperative dilemma (b > c > 0), some region of the parameter

space (i.e., b/c " 1) is inaccessible. Parameters: M = 10, µ = 0.01.

Let us now look at the low mutation limit µ# 0. At this limit, the slope K becomes:

K =
b(M ! 1)!(2 + !) ! c

!
!(2 + !)2 + M

!
3 + 3! + !2

""

(M ! 1)!(2 + !)(b + c(2 + !))
. (93)

And the di!erence between population averages p and q is given by:

$p% ! $q% & 2b(M ! 1)!(2 + !) + c
!
!2!(2 + !)2 + M

!
!3 + ! + 3!2 + !3

""
. (94)

Hence $p% ! $q% > 0 requires

2b(M ! 1)!(2 + !) + c
!
!2!(2 + !)2 + M

!
!3 + ! + 3!2 + !3

""
> 0. (95)
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Since (M ! 1)!(2 + !) is positive and b, c are also positive, we can formally write the above

condition as:
b
c
>

2!(2 + !)2 ! M
!
!3 + ! + 3!2 + !3

"

2(M ! 1)!(2 + !)
, (96)

It is easy to find that this condition is exactly equivalent to K > !1.

Note that the numerator in the above inequality (96) could be negative if

2!(2 + !)2 < M
!
!3 + ! + 3!2 + !3

"
. (97)

For instance, for large number of groups M and the migration rate ! "
#

M, 2!(2 + !)2 <

M
!
!3 + ! + 3!2 + !3

"
is fulfilled. In this case the selection of some in-group favoritism, i.e.,

$p% > $q%, is always guaranteed for any b/c ratio.

C. Heterogeneous interaction rates

In the analysis above, we consider uniform interaction rates within and between groups (i.e.,

everyone is equally likely paired up with one another to play games). We can further modify

this assumption and take into account heterogeneous rates for individuals’ in-group and out-group

interactions. To do this, we introduce an additional model parameter, " & (0, 1), which is the

proportion of time per updating step that a focal individual interacts with in-group members. For

" > 1/2, individuals interact more often with members of their own group than with those of

other groups; for " = 1/2, the original model is recovered; for " < 1/2, individuals are biased

toward out-group interactions rather than in-group interactions. Varying the parameter " changes

the relative payo! contribution from in-group games versus out-group games.

It is straightforward to see that the strategy selection condition (85) now is a weighted sum of

in-group and out-group contributions and thus is modified as

C(p, q) = "
#
#i

1

$
2P
3
! R

3
! S

6
! T

6
+ p(S + T ! 2P) + p2(P + R ! S ! T )

%

+ #i
2

&S ! T
2

(2p ! 1)
'
+ #i

3

&R + S ! T ! P
4

(2p ! 1)
'(

+ (1 ! ")
#
#o

1

$
2P
3
! R

3
! S

6
! T

6
+ q(S + T ! 2P) + q2(P + R ! S ! T )

%

+ #o
2

&S ! T
2

(2q ! 1)
'
+ #o

3

&R + S ! T ! P
4

(2q ! 1)
'(
> 0, (98)

where the structural coe"cients #’s are the same as before. For the simplified b-c prisoner’s
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dilemma, we obtain the condition for natural selection to favor strategy (p, q):

C(p, q) =
1
2
µ(2 + µ)(6 + 3µ + 2!)

!
(M ! 1)(2q ! 1)(" ! 1)!(µ + ! + 2)(b + c(µ + ! + 2))

!(2p ! 1)" (!b(M ! 1)!(µ + ! + 2)

+c
"
!(µ + ! + 2)2 + M

"
3 + µ2 + 2µ(! + 2) + !(! + 3)

##$
> 0. (99)

Again we find that the (p, q) strategy space is intersected by the critical line, q = K"(p!1/2)+1/2,

where K" = "
1!"K and K is the original slope as given in Eq. (93). Strategies below this line are

favored while those above this line are suppressed. Since "
1!" > 0, the condition for evolution

of maximum in-group favoritism is the same as in the original model: K" > 0 # K > 0. The

condition for evolution of some in-group favoritism becomes

$p% > $q% # K" > !1# K >
" ! 1
"
. (100)

After some algebra, we can further show that: if K > 0, we have $q% < 1/2 < $p%; if "!1
" < K <

0, $q% < $p% < 1/2; if K < "!1
" , $p% < $q% < 1/2. Moreover, $q% always increases with "; whereas

$p% is an increasing function of " if K > 0, but decreases with " if K < 0.

D. Local mutation model

Based on above calculations, we can also analyze the local mutation model using an approach

analogous to the adaptive dynamics [13]. Suppose the resident population uses strategy s = (p, q).

Now a mutant strategy s" = (p", q") arises. Without loss of generality, we assume one mutation

at a time. The long-run competition between s and s" is determined by the condition C(s", s) in

the left hand side of Inequality (7). To calculate this, the payo! matrix for the mutant strategy s"

regarding in-group interactions is

s" s

s"

s

%
&&&&&&&'

p"(b ! c) pb ! p"c

p"b ! pc p(b ! c)

(
)))))))* .

(101)

The payo! matrix for the mutant strategy s" regarding out-group interactions is

s" s

s"

s

%
&&&&&&&'

q"(b ! c) qb ! q"c

q"b ! qc q(b ! c)

(
)))))))* .

(102)
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Now consider a mutant strategy s! arises in the infinitesimal neighborhood of the resident strat-

egy s. In this limit, the gradient of the function C(s!, s) with respect to s!, evaluated at the resident

strategy s, gives the most likely evolutionary adaptation in which a mutant s! su!ciently close to

s has the largest chance of invasion success. This yields the following deterministic di"erential

equations for the most likely path of mutant invasion:

ṗ =
!

!p!
C(s!, s)

!!!!!
s!=s
, (103)

q̇ =
!

!q!
C(s!, s)

!!!!!
s!=s
. (104)

Omitting intermediate calculation steps, we obtain the explicit di"erential equations as below:

ṗ =
1
2
µ(2 + µ)(6 + 3µ + 2") (b("1 + M)"(2 + µ + ")

"c
"
"(2 + µ + ")2 + M

"
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + ") + "(3 + ")

###
, (105)

q̇ = "1
2

(M " 1)µ(2 + µ)"(2 + µ + ")(6 + 3µ + 2")(b + c(2 + µ + ")). (106)

We can see that q̇ < 0 always holds, while the sign of ṗ is positive if and only if:

b
c
>
"(2 + µ + ")2 + M

"
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + ") + "(3 + ")

#

(M " 1)"(2 + µ + ")
(107)

which is exactly the same as inequality (87). Natural selection always disfavors the tendency to

help out-group members (Fig. S5). Only when the above inequality holds, does selection promote

the predisposition of helping in-group members; otherwise, the pure defection corner (0, 0) is

most selected (Fig. S5). It should be noted that we get the same results if using the gradient of the

condition C(p, q) in inequality (85) for strategy (p, q) against all mutants over the entire strategy

space.

E. Co-evolution of cooperation and aggression

In this paper, the theoretical framework for “in-group/out-group” evolutionary games can be

easily extended to study a variety of social behaviors that are triggered by minimal group construc-

tion. Here we demonstrate the omnipotence of our analytical theory by studying the co-evolution

of cooperation and aggression. Previously, we have focused on the positive side of social behavior

— individual helping behavior biased towards in-group or out-group. Let us now consider both

‘in-group love’ and ‘out-group hatred’ as what follows.
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FIG. S5: “Adaptive dynamics” analysis of the local mutation model. Shown are the stream plots in the

strategy space for di!erent b/c ratios. As in the global mutation model, the same critical b/c ratio is needed

for maximum in-group favoritism (1, 0) to be most favored. There is no branching point in the strategy

space. Parameters: M = 4, µ = 4, ! = 6, b = 1, (A) c = 0.02, (B) c = 0.08, (C) c = 0.1529, (D) c = 0.3.

Regarding in-group pairwise interactions, individuals cooperate with an in-group member with

probability p. Cooperation implies a cost c for the donor and a benefit b for the recipient. Whereas

for out-group interactions, individuals punish an out-group member with probability q. Punish-

ment incurs a cost " for the punisher and makes another out-group member lose #. We have the

payo! matrix for in-group cooperation Ai = [b ! c, !c; b, 0] and that for out-group aggression

Ao = [!" ! #, !"; !#, 0]. We are interested in under what condition the strategy (1, 1), which is

termed as ‘parochial altruism’ in Refs. [14, 15], is most selected.

As discussed previously, the condition C(p, q) is also a linear function of p and q because both
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payo!matrices Ai and Ai satisfy the condition of ‘equal gains from switching’. Moreover, because

of the global uniform mutation and the particular payo!matrices used, (1/2, 1/2) is always a zero

of the condition C(p, q), and thus it is neutral for any parameter choices. Let us focus on the four

corners. We note that C(1, 1) > C(1, 0) and C(0, 1) > C(0, 0) require the same condition:

!

"
> 2 + µ + #. (108)

And C(1, 1) > C(0, 1) and C(1, 0) > C(0, 0) also imply the same condition:

b
c
>
#(2 + µ + #)2 + M

!
3 + µ2 + 2µ(2 + #) + #(3 + #)

"

(M ! 1)#(2 + µ + #)
. (109)

Hence the strategy (1, 1), i.e., parochial altruism, is most favored by selection if and only if above

two inequalities are both fulfilled. Figure S6A shows an example, where both conditions are

fulfilled and thus the most common strategy is parochial altruism. Fig. S6B shows that if neither

of the conditions is fulfilled, defection (0, 0) is most common.

FIG. S6: Co-evolution of cooperation and aggression. In panel (A) parochial altruism (1, 1) is most selected.

Panel (B) shows the case where defection (0, 0) is most favored. Parameters: M = 10, µ = 1, # = 3, b = 1,

" = 0.1, (A) c = 0.1, ! = 0.7, (B) c = 0.8, ! = 0.2.

It should be noted that in Ref. [14] the authors questioned the validity of evolutionary multi-

level selection theories based on group conflicts and some individual selection models for explain-

ing their experimental observations of parochial altruism in humans. They also called for further

theoretical e!orts for explicitly examining the interactions between individuals stemming from

di!erent groups in evolutionary models. Since selection in our model operates only on the indi-

vidual level and we consider both in-group and out-group interactions, our analytical results here

make good progress towards understanding the evolution of parochial altruism [14, 15].
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IV. SIMULATIONS

In addition to the theoretical analysis, we have performed extensive agent-based simulations

to validate our analytical predictions as well as to study the evolutionary dynamics under non-

vanishing selection strength.

A. Two discrete strategies: (p, q) versus (0, 0)

We present a systematic study of the evolutionary dynamics between two discrete strategies,

(p, q) versus (0, 0). Figure S7A shows how the ratio of out-group helping to in-group, q/p, im-

pacts the evolution of cooperation. The simulation results agree very well with the analytical

predictions [Eq. (80)]. We can see that when cooperators abstain from helping out-group mem-

bers (q/p = 0), cooperation has the greatest chance to predominate in the population. Whereas,

cooperation has no chance to prevail if individuals treat in-group and out-group members equal-

ly (q/p = 1). Therefore, some degree of in-group favoritism, i.e. (p > q), is necessary for the

evolution of cooperation.

Now we focus on studying the case of maximum in-group favoritism (1, 0) versus defection

(0, 0). Figure S7B shows the critical c/b ratio, given by Eq. (81), as a function of the strategy

mutation rate u and the migration rate v in the limit of weak selection. We can see that strategy

mutation (exploration) always harms cooperation while an intermediate migration rate most pro-

motes cooperation. In what follows, we also perform extensive agent-based simulations to have

an in-depth investigation of how varying each model parameter a!ects cooperation.

Figure S8 shows, for di!erent combinations of cost of cooperation c and selection strength !,

the equilibrium frequency of cooperators as a function of the mutation rate u and the migration rate

v. Increasing c and ! values both inhibit the evolution of cooperation. Individual strategy mutation

or exploration always harms cooperation, leading to increased critical b/c threshold. Intermediate

migration rate between di!erent group most enhances cooperation, although the positive e!ect of

migration on cooperation is greatly diminished by increased selection pressure. Figure S8 demon-

strates that our theoretical results in the limit of weak selection can carry over to intermediate

selection strength and remain qualitatively the same. For even larger ! values, the population is

predominated by defection (Fig. S8) as in-group cooperators become more prone to free-riders

from their own groups.
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FIG. S7: Evolutionary dynamics of in-group cooperators versus defectors. (A) shows the critical cost-to-

benefit ratio, c/b, below which cooperators are more abundant than defectors, as a function of the ratio of

out-group helping to in-group helping, q/p. (B) shows the critical c/b value as a function of the mutation

rate, u, and the migration rate, v. When cooperators deal their help only towards in-group members (q/p =

0), cooperators have their greatest chance to prevail. Increasing mutation rate u harms the evolution of

cooperation, while an intermediate migrate rate v most enhances the evolution of cooperation. Our analytical

theory agrees well with computer simulations. Parameters: N = 100, M = 10, b = 1, p = 1, ! = 0.001,

u = 0.04, v = 0.06. Equilibrium frequencies of strategies are averaged over T = 108 time steps.

Figure S9 plots the equilibrium frequency of cooperators as a function of intensity of selection !

for di!erent costs of cooperation c. We note that in this case the analytical prediction for the critical

c/b ratio, below which cooperators are more abundant than defectors, is ! 0.34. Under weak

selection, the frequency of cooperators linearly increases with ! if c < 0.34. For the other limit,

strong selection always disfavors cooperation. Therefore there exists an optimum ! in between 0

and " that renders the maximal level of cooperation for c < 0.34 (Fig. S9). For c > 0.34, the
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FIG. S8: Frequency of cooperators as a function of the mutation rate u and the migration rate v, for di!erent

sets of cost of cooperation and intensity of selection. Although the evolution of cooperation turns to be

dismal with increasing c and !, we observe that the results for intermediate selection (! ! 0.1) strength

remain qualitatively the same as for weak selection (! " 1). For even larger ! values, the population

is predominated by defection. Parameters: N = 100, M = 10, b = 1, c = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, ! =

0.1, 1, and 10. Results are averaged over T = 107 time steps.

frequency of cooperation monotonically decreases with increasing !.

Figure S10 shows that the frequency of cooperation is always a monotonic decreasing function

of cost of cooperation c for di!erent mutation rates u. This result also evidences the emergence of

cooperation as a result of a tradeo! between two opposing forces – selection and mutation. In other

words, we observe a “crossover” of cooperator abundance with increasing u. For small c values

that favor the evolution of cooperation, increasing mutation rate u brings down the cooperation

level. Whereas for large c values that are disadvantageous for cooperators, increasing mutation
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FIG. S9: Frequency of cooperators as a function of intensity of selection ! for di!erent costs of cooperation.

For ! ! 1, we have the critical (c/b)" = 0.340 given by our analytic calculations. Parameters: N = 100,

M = 10, u = 0.02, v = 0.04. Results are averaged over T = 108 time steps.

rate u helps elevate the frequency of cooperators toward 1/2.

FIG. S10: Frequency of cooperation as a function of cost of cooperation for di!erent mutation rates. Pa-

rameters: N = 100, M = 10, v = 0.04, b = 1, ! = 0.01. Results are averaged over T = 108 time steps.

In Fig. S11 we study the role of migration in the evolution of cooperation. It is noted that

intermediate migration tendency v most promotes cooperation. The frequency of cooperators is

quite low at small migration rates v (v = 0.01 in Fig. S11). With increasing v cooperators become

more abundant in the population for small c (v = 0.11 in Fig. S11). At some certain intermediate

v, the frequency of cooperators reaches the maximal level (v = 0.21 in Fig. S11), and drops down
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with further increasing v.

FIG. S11: Frequency of cooperation as a function of cost of cooperation for di!erent migration rates.

Parameters: N = 100, M = 10, u = 0.02, b = 1, ! = 0.01. Results are averaged over T = 108 time steps.

The number of groups M plays a decisive role in determining the evolutionary fate of coopera-

tors. As shown in Fig. S12, the larger the number of groups, the greater the chance for cooperators

to prevail. In excellent agreement with simulations, the critical c/b ratio, below which cooper-

ators win over defectors, increases monotonically with the number of groups M until a plateau

is reached (Fig. S12A). For other parameters fixed, increasing number of groups M also boosts

the abundance of cooperators (Fig. S12B). This result suggests the importance of the diversity of

group identity in the maintenance and promotion of cooperation.

B. Coevolutionary dynamics in heterogeneous populations

We have run extensive agent-based simulations for both global and local mutation models. As

shown in Fig. S13, the simulation results and our analytical theory are in perfect agreement. To

have a clear picture, here we show the stationary distributions of these strategies that are selected

(namely, their abundance is larger than the average 4 ! 10"4). We can see that the critical lines

in the strategy space determined by simulations agree very well with the theoretical predictions

(Fig. S13).

Figure S14 plots the e!ect of increasing selection pressure on the resulting distribution of s-

trategies. In this case, maximum in-group favoritism (1, 0) is most favored by weak selection

(small ! values in Fig. S14). Slightly increased intensity of selection ! pushes the distribution
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FIG. S12: The role of number of groups, M, in evolution of cooperation. Panel (A) shows the critical

c/b ratio as a function of M. Panel (B) shows that the equilibrium frequency of cooperation increases

monotonically with M. Parameters: N = 100, u = 0.04, v = 0.08, b = 1, (A) ! = 0.001, (B) ! = 0.1,

c = 0.01. Results are averaged over T = 2 ! 108 time steps.

further towards (1, 0), leading to enhanced level of in-group favoritism. Once the ! value exceeds

a certain threshold, the most selected region of the strategy space (the peak of the distribution of

strategies) starts to gradually move along the p-axis from (1, 0) to (0, 0). This is because that under

strong selection in-group cooperators having high p values face the exploitation of some in-group

members with low p values. These individuals with low p values are free riding on the e!orts of

those with high p values. For !" #, it even does not pay to help members of their own group.

In comparison with the global mutation model, local mutation results in more condensed dis-

tributions of strategies (Fig. S15). Additionally, localized mutation reduces the fluctuations in the

stationary distributions and thus renders the distribution of strategies smooth. We can clearly ob-

serve a peak in these distributions. In the theoretical analysis, we have demonstrated that both

global mutation and local mutation models require the same condition for maximum in-group fa-

voritism (1, 0) to be most selected. Our simulations confirm this prediction (Fig. S15). We also

study the e!ect of increasing ! on the resulting distribution of strategies. We observe the qualita-

tively same pattern as in the global mutation (cf. Figs. S13A, S14 and Fig. S15). Taken together,

the present work shows that our results in the main text are robust with respect to various model

variations.
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FIG. S13: Perfect agreement between analytical predictions and numeric simulations. Shown are the dis-

tributions of the strategies that are favored by selection (frequency larger than the average 4 ! 10"4) in

agent-based simulations. Theoretical predictions are given by the straight lines. These strategies below the

critical line (lower q values) are selected. Parameters are as in Fig. 2 in the main text.
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FIG. S14: The impact of intensity of selection ! on the resulting distribution of strategies. Increasing ! first

enhances the evolution of in-group favoritism, but opposes it after ! exceeds a certain threshold. Parameters:

N = 100, M = 100, u = 0.002, v = 0.1, b = 1, c = 0.1. Results are averaged over T = 109 time steps.
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FIG. S15: Local mutation model. Shown are the stationary distributions of strategies over the unit square

with varying (A) cost of cooperation, c, and (B) intensity of selection, !, as indicated. The numeric sim-

ulations agree very well with the adaptive dynamics analysis. Compared with the global mutation model,

localized mutations lead to more concentrated distributions with a legible peak because the strategy of a mu-

tated o!spring is constrained within the small neighborhood of the parental strategy. Parameters: N = 100,

b = 1, (A) M = 4, u = 0.04, v = 0.06, the standard deviation of the Gaussian mutation kernel is 0.01,

! = 0.005, (B) M = 10, c = 0.02, u = 0.02, v = 0.06. Results are averaged over T = 109 time steps.
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